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The overreaching aim of this Article is to describe how developmental cognitive neuroscience can inform juvenile law. Fundamental to culpability and responsibility is the ability to effectively execute voluntary executive behavior. Executive function, including cognitive control and working memory, has a protracted development with key aspects continuing to mature through adolescence. These limitations in executive control are due in great part to still maturing brain processes. Gray and white matter changes are still becoming established in adolescence, enhancing efficiency and the speed of brain processing supporting executive control. Dopamine, a neurotransmitter that underlies reward processing and learning, peaks in adolescence—supporting known increases in sensation seeking but also in adaptable learning. Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (“fMRI”) studies show that adolescent limitations in recruiting brain systems that support response planning, error processing, the ability to sustain an executive state, and top-down prefrontal executive control of behavior underlie limitations in executive control in adolescence. Moreover, adolescents show over-reactivity to reward incentives, thus engaging response systems that may contribute to impulsive responses in situations with high motivation. Neurobiological evidence indicating that adolescence is a transitional stage of limited executive control in the context of increased vulnerability to sensation seeking can inform culpability, long-term sentencing, and greater amenability for rehabilitation. Finally, it is important to note that executive control, while limited in its efficiency, is available in adolescence, and given time to deliberate with guidance from mature adults, adolescents can make responsible decisions.
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Introduction

Legal systems across societies recognize the juvenile period to be a stage of development that is distinct from adulthood. The line is typically drawn at eighteen years of age. The reasons for this distinction have been largely based on intuitive knowledge and experience with juveniles who can exhibit limited understanding of responsible behavior. The field of psychology has provided more direct evidence for a true limitation in the ability to generate responsible behavior in a consistent manner. More recently, with the advent of noninvasive neuroimaging methods, neuroscience has been able to provide neurobiological evidence for immaturities in the juvenile brain that undermine the ability to generate responsible behavior in a consistent manner. This Article reviews that neuroimaging evidence in the context of its relevance to juvenile law, specifically with respect to culpability and the potential for rehabilitation. The general definition of a juvenile describes an “immature” individual who has not reached full potential. Law is more specific, indicating that, due to this immaturity, the individual is not of an age to be held responsible for criminal acts in the same manner as an adult. The actual age is typically set at eighteen years, although this can vary from sixteen to nineteen years. Cognitive control, the ability to voluntarily generate behavior that has been planned in a goal-directed manner while controlling compelling but goal-incompatible responses, speaks to core aspects of responsible behavior and culpability. This Article explores the development of cognitive control as that development supports the ability to exert responsible behavior by describing the brain processes underlying the transitional period marked by the beginning of puberty and extending to the late teens and early twenties.
I. Development of Voluntary Guided Behavior

Culpability requires the demonstration of responsibility for a willful act. Responsibility refers to the ability to be accountable for one's deliberate actions and implies a capacity for rational actions and moral decisions. As such, responsibility and culpability are complex concepts that engage multiple behavioral and cognitive processes. The ability to generate actions that are willful and planned requires psychological abilities that are supported by complex brain mechanisms. Executive function and cognitive control are terms used in psychology and neuroscience to describe the ability to generate actions that are voluntary and goal-directed. Executive functions are the abilities that support voluntary goal-directed behavior and include sustained attention, response planning, retaining plans in working memory, self-monitoring, attention shifting, and inhibition of distracting impulses. Executive function is supported by exerting cognitive control: the ability to voluntarily generate goal-directed behavior while controlling compelling but goal-inappropriate responses. These cognitive processes are core to abstract reasoning, mental flexibility, rule-guided behavior, and mentalizing (the ability to infer the mental state of others), which are higher order cognitive processes related to responsibility.

Our behaviors are guided by either external or internal cues. Behaviors guided by external cues are necessary to a prompt response to environmental stimuli. These behaviors include learned responses, automatic responses, and reactions to sensory stimuli, but also impulsive responses guided by emotional stimuli. These responses are necessary for effective interactions with our environment and range from reactively looking at a light in our field of view, to braking at a red stop light, to experiencing anger when we feel provoked. Another category of behaviors are guided by an internal plan where there is an overarching goal that requires a planned response overriding more prepotent, externally guided, reactive responses. These behaviors range from following instructions to stop a reactive response (do not look at a light) to suppressing an immediate but risky behavior in favor of a delayed yet ultimately more rewarding response. Reactive responses engage sensory systems and emotional systems that interact with motor systems for a quick response. Planned responses rely on brain networks guided by the prefrontal cortex that support the ability to hold a plan on line and coordinate “top-down” control of reactive behavior. Top-down control
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refers to information processing generated from executive regions that exert control on response-generating brain regions. In contrast, bottom-up processing refers to the path of information processing that sends sensory information to executive regions. Internally generated behaviors refer to executive function abilities because of their planned, goal-driven nature and because they require control processes. These executive behaviors are relevant to issues of culpability and responsibility.

The basic ability to generate planned voluntary responses is available early in life but strengthens with development. There is evidence of executive behavior guided by the prefrontal cortex at as young as seven months of age, but it is limited in the frequency and contexts in which it can be applied. More complex executive behaviors associated with the prefrontal cortex continue to emerge through childhood. The availability of prefrontally guided behaviors early in development indicates that later development is characterized by refinement of existing processes and not the emergence of new ones. By adolescence, executive functions are available and what improves is the ability to exert sufficient cognitive control to apply executive functions in a reliable manner.

Fundamental to executive function are the abilities to inhibit responses and to use working memory, the online capability to retain a goal and plan on line to guide behavior. The ability to inhibit task-irrelevant reactive responses in favor of task-appropriate responses is central to voluntary control of behavior. Tests that probe the maturation of the ability to inhibit responses measure a subject’s capacity not to make reactive responses to a compelling stimulus, such as a suddenly appearing light (antisaccade task), or to a trained response (such as in a go-no-go task, in which a subject is asked not to press a button in the context of repeated button press responses). The ability to voluntarily inhibit a response is available early in infancy. What improves through
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development is the rate of correct inhibitory responses, not the ability to generate a correct inhibitory response. The ability to flexibly and consistently inhibit responses requires the engagement of large brain networks that need to maintain a ready manner in which to inhibit responses. The process that supports the flexible and consistent use of the ability to inhibit responses is what becomes better established in adulthood. Inhibitory control requires top-down modulation of response-related processes guided by a goal while simultaneously suppressing reactive responses. Studies using simple tasks that measure the rate of correct voluntary inhibitory responses indicate that there is a dramatic improvement through childhood and adolescence. In optimal circumstances, adult level cognitive control is evident by fifteen years of age. In an MRI scanner, where anxiety increases, performance deteriorates compared to adults, suggesting that while they have access to adult level inhibitory control, it is still immature and susceptible to errors. Given known increased reactivity to socioemotional stimuli, this could undermine the ability to apply inhibitory control.

Similar to response inhibition, working memory—the ability to keep a representation of a goal and plan for a voluntary response—also shows continued improvements through adolescence. Working memory tasks require subjects to keep a goal in working memory over a delay period that sometimes includes an interfering stimulus or manipulation requirement. While adolescents can guide their responses by the
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information in working memory, the accuracy of this response continues to improve through the teenage years. These results suggest that, although the ability to initiate a voluntary response guided by working memory reaches maturity in adolescence, corrective responses that afford precision continue to improve after adolescence. Thus, the ability to use working memory precisely and flexibly develops through adolescence.

Taken together, studies looking at developmental improvements in executive function indicate that basic cognitive abilities are available early in life, while sophisticated use of these abilities improves through adulthood. There are mechanisms separate from central working memory processes that can also limit performance, including processing interference and failure to use strategies. Due to immaturities in inhibition, children have more interference from distractors than adults, undermining the ability to show mature working memory performance in tasks that present competing stimuli. Hence, executive function abilities are present and available by adolescence. What continues to improve into adolescence is the ability to perform complex tasks, be more precise, and control distraction—resulting in more efficient and adaptable voluntary behavior. Abstract thought and decisionmaking benefit from an efficient and adaptable working memory system, and immaturities in this system can therefore limit decisionmaking.

II. STRUCTURAL MATURATION OF THE ADOLESCENT BRAIN

In parallel to improvements in executive function, the brain structurally matures to support optimal executive function. The brain is composed of gray and white matter. Gray matter, which appears gray in color, is the cortical ribbon surrounding the outer layer of the brain and nuclei within the brain. This is where neurons—the brain cells that process information—reside. White matter, which appears white, is where the wiring that connects neurons is found throughout the brain. Maturational changes in both gray and white matter persist through adolescence. The gross morphology of the brain is in place by adolescence, with brain weight reaching 95% of adult levels by seven to eleven years of age.
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Specialization of the core gross morphology of the brain, however, continues through adolescence as brain structure adapts and optimizes to support its specific environmental demands. The structure of neuronal cells of the brain, their interconnectivity, as well as the neurochemistry used for information transmission continue to change through adolescence. Next, we review brain maturational changes in gray and white matter as well as neurochemical changes that have relevance to responsible behavior, including synaptic pruning, myelination, and dopamine availability.

A. **Synaptic Pruning**

Neurons perform information processing through their synaptic connections with other neurons. The synaptic connections multiply in the first two years of life. Subsequently, through childhood and into adolescence, the synaptic connections that are used remain, and those that are not used are eliminated or “pruned.” Synaptic pruning is believed to be a mechanism of plasticity that allows the brain to most optimally adjust to the individual’s environment. The loss of unused synaptic connections and the strengthening of the remaining connections optimize neuronal processing, enhancing computational capacity, and the speed of information processing needed for reasoning and optimal decisionmaking.

The early morphological studies on post mortem brains indicate that different parts of the brain prune on different schedules. Synaptic connections reach adult levels in the visual cortex by seven years of age, in the temporal cortex—where language is processed—by twelve years of age, and in the prefrontal cortex, which plays a primary role in high-level cognition, by sixteen years of age. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (“MRI”) studies, which measure the thickness of the gray matter, indicate that association areas across the brain (where high level integration of data occurs), as well as limbic areas (like the basal ganglia, which supports motivated behavior), continue to be immature in adolescence in frontal regions but also in the other lobes. This reduction in gray matter is the


result of synaptic pruning as well as other maturational changes, including an increase in white matter. These findings indicate that neural processes, which are important for the complex processing necessary for voluntary guided behavior, are still immature in adolescence.

B. Myelination

Myelination is the process of insulating nerve tracts, which significantly increases the speed of neuronal transmission.\textsuperscript{19} The increase in the speed of neuronal transmission allows for distant regions to integrate function in an optimal manner, supporting the top-down control of behavior needed for effective information processing.\textsuperscript{20} Overall, myelination increases through adolescence.\textsuperscript{21} Original histological studies indicate that the visual cortex in the occipital lobe myelinates by the first decade of life while frontal, parietal, and temporal regions continue to myelinate into the teenage years.\textsuperscript{22} Given that the changes in white matter are a gradual enhancement of established connections, these results also support the notion that basic processes supporting executive control are in place early in development and that the nature of the protracted progressions through adolescence is a strengthening of existing processes speeding information processing. Diffusion Tensor Imaging, an MRI technique to measure white matter connectivity, has been used as an indirect measure of developmental changes in myelination.\textsuperscript{23} During adolescence, major white matter tracts that provide connections across cortical regions and, importantly, between frontal and subcortical regions that form the circuitry for top-down control of behavior, are still maturing.
in parallel with pubertal changes. These improvements in white matter integrity have also been found to correlate with cognitive performance. These results provide evidence that immaturities in the structure of brain connections may contribute to the limitations in adolescence of the ability to effectively exert executive control of behavior.

Taken together, synaptic pruning and myelination indicate that adolescence is marked by refinements across the brain that support integration of information and thereby foster higher-order cognitive processes. Although the establishment of widely distributed processing is nearing adult levels in adolescence, continued increases in myelination through this period indicate persistent limitations in connectivity. The circuitry available in adolescence thus allows for approximations of adult behavior control but with remaining immaturities that limit both efficient higher computations afforded by synaptic pruning and the establishment of widely distributed circuitry. These enhancements in regional circuitry and connectivity support a more effective manner in which executive cortical systems can affect basic subcortical response systems that facilitate mature executive control of behavior.

C. Dopamine

In addition to continued refinements in brain structure, there are important differences in the availability of key neurotransmitters, the neurochemicals used for neuronal communication. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter that acts on synapses in the frontal cortex and the ventral striatum, a nucleus in the limbic system of the brain that plays a crucial role in motivated behavior. Dopamine levels peak during adolescence across species in frontal and striatal regions and subsequently decrease into adulthood. Dopamine is involved in reward-
seeking behaviors but also, and importantly, in learning. As such, the adolescent period is particularly amenable to behaviors driven by rewards and is believed to contribute to known peaks in risk-taking behavior at this time. However, this may also be the time of a peak ability to learn and be rehabilitated.

III. FUNCTIONAL MATURATION OF THE ADOLESCENT BRAIN

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (“fMRI”) is a non-invasive technique that provides an indirect measure of neuronal activity by measuring regional changes in blood oxygen levels that result from increased metabolism in areas of neuronal activity. Studies using fMRI have been able to provide insight as to how brain immaturities and limitations in processes underlying decisionmaking in adolescence may be associated. Developmental fMRI studies of executive function as well as socioemotional development have been able to identify specific immaturities during the adolescent period.

The fMRI studies in adults indicate that executive function, including response inhibition and working memory, recruits a widely distributed circuitry of brain regions in which the prefrontal cortex plays a primary role. The prefrontal cortex (“PFC”) is unique in its cellular architecture as well as its distributed connectivity with the rest of the brain, making it especially well-suited to support volitional planned responses. It is the PFC’s wide reciprocal interactions within the frontal cortex and other cortical and subcortical regions, including sensory and limbic structures, that allow it to receive information, integrate it, and subsequently control behavior. As synaptic pruning reaches adult levels by sixteen years of age in prefrontal cortex, its core architecture is already on line by adolescence. The continued myelination of tracts that provide connections to and from PFC into adulthood enhances its ability to establish networks needed for reliable controlled action.

---


The fMRI studies, using similar response inhibition and working memory tasks used in behavioral studies, described in Part I, have found evidence of differences in how PFC is recruited in adolescence, reflecting unique immaturities. Some studies find decreased recruitment of PFC from adolescence to adulthood, suggesting that adolescents require greater effort to exert voluntary control. That is, while adolescents can utilize the same regions as adults to accomplish voluntary control, they need to exert a greater effort to do so. As such, adolescents may look like adults who are doing a much more difficult task, which can lead to committing more errors. Other studies using different methods have found evidence for age-related increases in PFC engagement, suggesting that late maturation of PFC may allow it to participate in cognitive control in unique ways in adulthood that are not yet available in adolescence. More specifically, studies have found fMRI evidence of limitations during adolescence in the ability to monitor performance and detect errors of cognitive control. Additionally, adolescents do not recruit the extensive set of regions, including prefrontal areas that support the ability to maintain an executive mode of operation—which in turn supports the ability to flexibly exert executive function in a controlled manner for sustained period of time. When looking at how PFC interacts with other regions, studies indicate that from adolescence to adulthood there is a significant increase in the number and strength of connections that allow the PFC to influence other brain regions. Studies have found that there is
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an association between the integrity of white matter connections and the time it takes to inhibit a response. Studies investigating developmental differences in core, functional network connections when not engaged in a task also indicate that the functional brain connections associated with cognitive processes continue to strengthen and rearrange through adolescence and support the integration of widely distributed brain circuitries. Together, these studies suggest that the brain systems that support voluntary planned responses are available in adolescence but are still sluggish, rendering them unreliable primarily due to immaturities in the ability to effectively integrate function throughout the brain in a timely fashion.

An executive system that is vulnerable to error can be more easily influenced by motivational factors. As described above, there is a tendency for the adolescent brain to be driven by rewards to a greater degree than at other times of the lifespan. The reward system has been well-delineated, identifying regions such as the ventral striatum, situated deep in the brain, as underlying the processing of reward information through its connections to frontal and other brain regions that can affect behavior. Increased activity in the striatum has been found to be associated with increased propensity for risk-taking in adults. fMRI studies have found that when presented with a reward, the adolescent brain shows hyperactivity of striatal regions that support reward processing. This increased activity has been associated with increased propensity for sensation seeking in adolescence. These fMRI studies have also found that in parallel to reward-related enhancements in the ventral striatum, there is increased activity in brain regions that support the response that will gain the reward. Hyperactivity of the reward
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system in adolescence, paired with increased preparation to respond to obtain the reward, could underlie a system that is prone to impulsive sensation seeking. In this context, adolescents have limitations in delayed gratification—that is, choosing rewards that require waiting when given an option for immediate rewards—because of immaturities in engaging networks that integrate cortical and subcortical regions including prefrontal and striatal regions.

In addition to increased reward reactivity, the priority of what is found to be rewarding in adolescence is also unique, including novelty seeking and social interactions. The most unique aspect of adolescence is the dramatic change in hormones that accompany puberty as the body reaches reproductive maturity. The timing and exposure to gonadal hormones on the brain exerts unique effects on brain and behavior processes during adolescence. These pubertal changes have been associated with significant changes in socioemotional processes that can potentially affect an executive system that is immature and vulnerable to error. fMRI studies show that adolescents display increased reactivity to emotional stimuli—typically emotional faces—that engage striatum, as well as prefrontal regions that underlie executive processing of emotions and other cortical regions involved in processing emotional stimuli. These emotional cues undermine impulse control and have been associated with weaker connectivity between prefrontal regions and amygdala.
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Additionally, adolescence is a period of increased socialization, when bonding with peers and romantic relationships take on increasing importance over established family relationships. Social processing is one of the most complex information processes that the human brain engages in and is supported by the integration of brain networks, including the frontal and posterior specialized regions that support mentalizing and related emotional arousal. The ability to integrate brain circuits into networks to support social processing continues through adolescence. fMRI studies show that adolescents have a harder time assessing the intentions of others and also engaging executive control regions to process rejection. A recent study showed that when adolescents performed a simulated driving task in the presence of peers, they demonstrated greater risk-taking than adults and that risk-taking was modulated by increased activation of reward circuitry. Taken together, these studies suggest that in adolescence socioemotional stimuli result in greater reactivity of systems that support impulsive behavior interacting with an already immature executive system that undermines the ability to effectively engage in controlled decisionmaking.

Despite the fact that the adolescent brain is referred to as an “immature” brain, it is important to note that it should not be viewed as a damaged or limited version of an adult brain. There is growing consensus in understanding the unique dynamics of the adolescent brain, especially its proneness to sensation seeking, impulsivity, and capacity to be adaptive. During puberty, across societies and species there is an increase in behaviors that seek novelty and independence from the “nest” in searching for sexual partners and establishing a network of peers. It is these behaviors that encourage the acquisition of skills that support independence and long-term survival as an independent adult.

IV. RELEVANCE OF NEUROSCIENCE FINDINGS TO JUVENILE LAW

Neuroscientific evidence of limitations in exerting executive control and increased socioemotional reactivity can be seen as providing substantiation for what has already been known intuitively and supported by psychological studies. What neuroscience adds is knowledge of the biological mechanisms for how these behaviors occur. Understanding that there are concrete biological underpinnings to adolescent behavior better informs culpability. Hence, beyond neuroimaging studies generating attractive brain images, the studies provide evidence about biological mechanisms underlying our intuitions about adolescent behavior.

It is also of great importance that neuroscience informs the law in a responsible manner and that it does not overextend claims. At this point, neuroimaging data can only inform us about adolescents as a special population and cannot inform us regarding an individual’s guilt or future trajectory. Using predictive models, neuroimaging studies have at best shown the ability to predict brain age in a manner akin to a growth chart at a pediatric office, and even then there is a significant margin of variability. Even if in the future it would be possible to attain neuroimaging evidence regarding an individual’s guilt or antisocial or psychopathic tendencies, these would only be indirect associations that point to a vulnerability, not to what may transcend at the individual level as they mature into adulthood. It would be highly irresponsible to make such claims since there is no possibility to establish causal links with complex behavior such as crime using neuroimaging data. Still, group level data can and should inform culpability and sentencing as circumstantial evidence is considered.

Immaturities in the adolescent brain can inform culpability at the time of the criminal act, indicating that an adolescent may have acted in an impulsive, impassioned manner that may not have occurred had the individual had full maturity and the availability of optimal executive control. This is an important piece of information that needs to be considered, but it should not be the primary piece of evidence, given that it does not speak to moral issues and therefore does not exonerate all responsibility. There is great variability in risk-taking behavior, with the majority of adolescents not committing crimes, and we have a responsibility to acknowledge dangerous acts and prevent them from reoccurring in the future.

The evidence for protracted maturation of brain systems that support executive behaviors indicates that the vulnerability to impulsive risk-taking behaviors in adolescence is transitional. As such, the propensity for

impulsive acts or irresponsibility in adolescent is a mode of behavior that can be outgrown. Additionally, how an individual will develop, particularly with respect to responsible behavior in adulthood as brain resources increase, cannot be determined with certainty in adolescence. Lifelong sentencing that is based solely on a characterization of the individual at the time of adolescence—such as in life without parole—undermines the possibility that an adolescent may change with development into adulthood. There is the possibility that criminal behavior in adolescence is a marker for psychopathy that will persist into adulthood, but until assessments for psychopathic characteristics that can predict future behavior become well established and reliable, there is a risk for false positives that could incorrectly identify an individual as a life criminal.

A less discussed feature of adolescence is that the processes that underlie increased reward processing also underlie enhanced learning. Namely, the neurotransmitter dopamine not only supports reward processing, but it does so in the context of learning contextual associations. On one hand, adolescence is a time when bad habits become established, including substance abuse and potentially criminal behavior. On the other hand, this is potentially a period when rehabilitation could have a more effective impact on behavior than during adulthood. Optimal rehabilitation programs could benefit from neuroscience and psychological evidence for effective learning. The increased potential for rehabilitation in adolescence could also inform sentencing.

Finally, it has been suggested that the brain system immaturities which, in the adolescent period, undermine responsible behavior with respect to criminal acts, also undermine adolescents’ ability to make other responsible decisions, such as choosing to have an abortion. Both decisions require the ability to exert executive control. Criminal acts that are impulsive in nature are distinct from decisions such as whether to have an abortion, where the procedures often require days or weeks of assessments and discussions with clinicians. Adolescents are at a disadvantage with regard to their vulnerability to act in an impulsive manner, especially in emotional contexts. However, adolescents do have the ability to engage executive functions in a manner that allows them to make decisions that approximate adult levels, but it is less efficient and slower. A situation that encourages deliberation, especially with guidance from a mature responsible adult, can support the ability to access executive circuitry needed for responsible decisionmaking. Some juvenile crimes are well planned, such as in cases of school shootings, where they are no longer impulsive in nature. Even in these cases it could

be argued that, while the crimes were planned, immaturities in executive control and temporal discounting, which undermine the ability to consider long-term consequences, may have undermined the ability to understand the nature of their planned act. For example, juvenile school shooters often have no plan after the crime.

CONCLUSION

Neuroimaging studies provide evidence for immaturities in adolescent brain systems that specifically undermine the ability to make planned executive responses and enhance reward and socioemotional reactivity. These immaturities, though adaptive in encouraging the acquisition of independent skills needed for a successful adulthood, make adolescents vulnerable to impulsive risk-taking, including criminal behavior. This, however, is a transitional period that most individuals will “grow out” of as brain maturity enables more efficient access to brain systems that encourage responsible behavior. Neuroscience evidence is relevant and of great importance when assessing culpability and sentencing, but it is not primary in the moral and ethical issues most relevant to the law. Importantly, neuroimaging evidence only provides correlational, not causal, evidence regarding underlying behavior and can only speak to the group rather than the individual level. The evidence regarding adolescents as a group, however, is compelling in indicating that neurobiological immaturities can undermine responsible behavior. Importantly, the same immaturities that lead to sensation seeking and risk-taking behavior also support learning, suggesting that adolescents are more amenable to rehabilitation.